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Abstract: We demonstrate the applications of the chaotic laser correlation ranging technology in free space and
transmission lines. In free space, a chaotic lidar system using chaotic laser as probe light source is designed and
presented. We expand the application of the ranging technology to the fiber fault location, and a chaos correlation
optical time domain reflectometer is proposed and demonstrated. Also, the chaotic laser can be converted to the
electric chaotic wideband signal which is used to locate the cable fault.
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1. Introduction
Researchers have found that a laser diode can generate continuous chaotic oscillations with random time-domain
waveform, which has a δ-function-like correlation trace [1]. Based on the wideband and good correlation properties
of the chaotic laser, a correlation ranging technology was proposed [2,3]. In this technology, the target detection is
realized by correlating the reference chaotic signal with the delayed probe signal. Benefiting from the bandwidth of
the chaotic laser larger than 10GHz [4]，this technology can ensure the great range resolution and unambiguity.
Furthermore, it is highly resistant to the mutual interference from the same system since the laser source produce a
unique chaotic laser signal. On the basis of the study of the correlation ranging with chaotic laser in free space, we
expanded the application of the technology to transmission line fault location, and a chaotic optical time domain
reflectometer is proposed[5]. In this paper, we report experimental results of the chaotic signal correlation ranging
technology in free space, fiber and wire.
2. Chaotic lidar
A chaotic lidar system is shown in Fig.1 (a). The chaotic laser is generated by an 808-nm, 500-mW laser diode
with optical feedback from a mirror. The chaotic light output is split into the reference light and probe light by a
beam splitter. The probe light is transmitted to the target through the transmitter and the reflected light is collected by
the receiver. Waveforms of the reference signal and the echo probe signal detected by two PDs are recorded by an
oscilloscope. The data processing of the cross-correlation is calculated by the computer. The target position is
achieved from the main peak of the cross-correlation trace and the spatial resolution is determined by the full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of correlation trace.
From the cross-correlation traces shown in Fig.1 (b), we can see clearly that three peaks are located at a distance
of 39.69, 79.67 and 131.70 m, respectively. And the FWHM of the peak of the target placed at 131 m is 18 cm. It is
found that the peak values of correlation traces decreased with the reduction of the received light strength, while the
18-cm spatial resolution is not influenced by the distance. Obviously, the maximum detection range of the system is
influenced by the output power of the laser, sensitivity of the receiver and dissipation of the transmission medium.

Fig. 1. (a) Chaotic lidar system

(b) Ranging results with chaotic lidar

3. Chaos correlation optical time domain reflectometry (Chaos C-OTDR)
On the basis of the study of the correlation ranging with chaotic laser in free space, we proposed a chaos COTDR which is shown in Fig.2 (a). The chaotic source is a distributed-feedback laser diode(1550nm) with optical
feedback from an external fiber ring cavity. This long-cavity feedback can generate chaotic light with flat power
spectrum which is beneficial to the chaos C-OTDR. The probe light is launched into the tested fiber and its
backscattered/reflected light is received through optical circulator OC2. The fiber delay-line inserted in the reference
channel is used to compensate for the time delay between the reference and detection channel, and to calibrate
measurements.
We used fiber endpoint as reflection event to demonstrate the detection of breakpoints. The three correlation
traces depicted in Fig.2 (b1) clearly show each reflection distance. Further, a simple network, consisting of one 3 dB
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Scientists of Shanxi Province, China under Grant 2009021003, and in part by the Key Science and Technology Program of Shanxi
Province, China under Grant 20100321055-02.
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coupler and two fibers, was used as tested fiber. The probe light was injected into the coupler and then split into two
fibers, between which there was a length diﬀerence of 80 cm. The correlation between the reference and the echo
signals from two fibers was calculated as shown in Fig.2 (b2). This result indicates that the proposed chaos C-OTDR
can clearly resolve two reflection events located within a distance of 0.8 m. Fig.2 (c1) shows the detection result
when the breakpoint is at a long distance of about 68km. As shown in Fig.2 (c2), the FMHW of the peak of the
reflection event at 68km is still 6 cm and the spatial resolution is independent of the fiber length.

Fig. 2. (a) Experimental setup of the Chaos-COTDR.

Fig. 2. (b) The measurement results of the fiber breakpoint
(b1)Single reflection event, (b2) Dual-reflection event.

Fig. 2. (c1) The result of long distance
(c2)Spatial resolution of 6cm.

4. Chaos correlation time domain reflectometry(Chaos C-TDR) for wire fault location
As is shown in Fig.3 (a), the chaotic laser can be converted into the electric chaotic wideband signal which used
to realize the wire fault location. A laser diode with optical feedback is employed as chaotic signal source. The most
(95%) of chaotic output is converted into electrical signal by detector PD1 for test while a fraction (5%) of output is
separated as reference sref. A T-type connector divides the chaotic electrical signal into two parts: one serves as probe
signal and the other is directly received for scaling zero. Once the probe signal touches a fault or discontinuity, it will
be partly reflected back. The return signal sret is delayed by τ relative to s0, which is just the round-trip time to the
fault. That is, the fault location is vτ/2, where v is the propagation velocity of cable.
Figure 3(b1) shows the detection of open circuit for 50Ω coax with length of 11.1m, and the inset lists the
characteristics of the tested cable. The resolution is about 0.5m limited by the acquisition bandwidth. Note that the
correlation was calculated with length of 10us and averaged with 100 measurements. Figure 3(b2) shows the
diagnosis of impedance mismatch and type. The inset depicts the wiring topology which includes three connection
points A, B, C, and a 50Ω load at terminal. The cables except in segment of BC were still the 50Ω coax. We
separately inserted a 75±5Ω coax of 10.6m, a 100±15Ω cable of 10.1m and a 140±20Ω telephone wire of 10.4m in
BC. The corresponding results are shown as traces (a) ~ (c). Especially, the peaks at B and C are in opposite
directions and thus indicate reflections with opposite polarity. Such results accords with the prediction of reflection
coefficient Г= (ZL-Z0)/ (ZL+Z0), where Z0 and ZL are the impedances of the cable and discontinuity, respectively.

Fig.3. (a) Experimental setup of the Chaos C-TDR for wire fault location

Fig.3. Experimental results.(b1) An open circuit at 11.1m;
(b2) Impedence mismatch.

5. Conclusions
The applications of chaotic laser correlation ranging technology are demonstrated. The chaotic laser correlation
ranging technology has merits of high resolution and anti-jamming ability benefiting from the broad bandwidth and
random time-domain waveform of chaotic laser. Using optical feedback laser diodes with different wavelength
(808nm and 1550nm) as chaotic laser sources, we experimentally realized a chaotic lidar system for space target
detection , a chaos C-OTDR for fiber breaks location and a chaos C-TDR for wire fault location.
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Abstract. We develop and apply a technology for the automatic detection and
real-time mitigation of accidental or deliberate hazardous releases in infrastructure
systems. A prototype is used at laboratory scale to demonstrate the detectability
and controllability of hazardous releases in real time. The model provides optimal
operation scenarios for computer controlled bleed valves mounted on the channel
walls that allow blowing and suction of ambient fluid or injection of counteracting chemicals. We present some computational and laboratory experiments that
demonstrate the potential for nonlinear flow patterns induced by boundary flowing
and suction.
Keywords: Induced turbulence, Flow control, Hazardous contamination.

1

Problem overview

Increased attention has recently been focused on the detection and subsequent
mitigation of hazardous contaminants deliberately or accidently released into
a fluid flow system. The automatic sensing and containment of a chemical
release in these facilities are vital because of the catastrophic potential to
human life. The proposed technology in our research can be used to protect
a passenger terminal, transportation tunnel, tall building or conduit carrying
water to a municipality in a reliable, cost-effective and socially acceptable
way.
Both a numerical and physical laboratory-scale model are employed to
help solve this problem. In all of the systems mentioned above the general
fluid flow is characterized in a long conduit containing an ambient fluid with
a predominant flow direction. A chemical agent is then released into the
flow and sensors located along the boundary detect and identify the contaminant. This information is sent to a central control unit which then utilizes
a predictive control numerical model to forecast the future location of the
contaminant and control its fate and transport. Control action is then implemented at the optimal location in the conduit with appropriate suction
and/or blowing in order to mitigate the contaminant plume. Previous work
has shown that control of both turbulence[2] and mixing[1] is possible by
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blowing and suction. Furthermore, the development of microsensors[5] for
chemical detection has made the practical application of flow and control
models possible in real time.
The focus of this paper is to address a potential problem that arises during attempts to control the removal of the contaminant plume. We show that
in some cases the turbulence induced by the control actions of the actuators
can compromise the successful removal of the contaminant and possibly lead
to increased mixing and spreading of the plume. In cases of free surface
flow such as in a channel[7], further complications arise when inappropriate
suction and/or blowing of the actuators creates surface waves that interact
and lead to the lowering of the free surface below the level of the actuators.
This work highlights the need for robust predictive methods and additional
boundary controls by which to prevent these problems.
1.1

Predictive control model

The basis of the numerical control model uses the Reynolds averaged NavierStokes equations written as follows[3]
∂u
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∂g ∂h
+
+
+
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where ρ0 is the reference density, h represents the deviation of the free surface
from the mean water level and p = pρd0 with pd as the dynamic pressure
component. The shear stresses that are normalized by the reference density
ρ0 are defined as
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where Dh and Dv represent the horizontal and vertical turbulence eddy diffusivities, respectively. The assumptions implicit in (1) include the Boussinesq
approximation and Boussinesq eddy viscosity assumption.
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The predictive control model is based on the dynamics of ambient fluid
flow and fate and transport of the hazardous release. Gradient information
is obtained by use of adjoint equations[4], so optimization of the control actions is achieved with high efficiency. The control is optimized over a finite
prediction horizon and instructions are sent to the valve manifold. Next, the
sensor arrays detect all changes affected by the control and report them to
the control model, which advances the process over the next finite horizon.
Sensing, optimization and feedback are achieved in a time period shorter than
the prediction horizon, so the process can proceed in real time.
1.2

Prototype

To complement the predictive control model, a laboratory-scale prototype
is used in the control simulation. Microsensor arrays capable of detecting
a broad menu of chemical agents are installed at strategic locations in the
prototype. The sensors detect the instantaneous, spatially distributed concentration of the chemical agent and transmit the associated information to
a predictive control model run by real-time hardware. The model provides
optimal operation scenarios for computer controlled bleed valves mounted
on the channel walls and connected to a common manifold for blowing and
suction of ambient fluid or injection of counteracting chemicals[6].
The prototype is currently equipped with optical sensors. Water flows
through the center tube. Food coloring is uniformly mixed with outside water and injected into the flow at the entrance of the tube. As the contaminant
flows through the tube, two sets of optical sensor arrays read the location of
the contaminant and send the information to the connected computer. The
real-time predictive control model running on the computer uses the information from the sensors about the speed of the contaminant and predicts
when it will reach the release actuators. Then, the model controls the opening and closing of the actuators to release the contaminant. A schematic and
photograph of the prototype can be seen in Figures 1 and 2.

2

Unpredicted turbulent flow patterns

The optimization process is typically constrained by the valve flow capacity,
which in many cases may be too high for a given flow system. Turbulent
eddies generated by the actuators have a significant impact on the flow and
spreading of the chemical agent thus altering the control action in a nonlinear
fashion that is impossible to predict. The result is a growing control instability, as the unanticipated turbulent eddies call for additional control action
that results in even greater turbulent eddies. Matters are further complicated in applications to free surface flows, in which the blowing and suction
results in surface waves. Reflection and refraction of these waves not only
complicates the flow patterns beyond what is possible for the control model
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Testing tube

Electric system

Pollutant source tank

Fig. 1. Prototype system.
Pump and flow controllers
(for injecting and releasing liquid)

Flow exit

Sensor-arrays

Sensor-array detecting exit
water flow

Flow entrance

Contaminant source

Fig. 2. Laboratory prototype.

to predict, but in certain cases lowers the free surface below the valve level.
Blowing and suction becomes impossible as air enters the bleed valve manifold, and the control system fails.

2.1

CFD simulations

In order to effectively remove the contaminant, we need to implement control
actions of the actuators such as blowing and/or suction. However, the prescribed actions of the optimal control model may induce turbulence which in
fact may lead to increased spreading of the contaminant. In order to better
understand this chaotic phenomenon, we have used a computational fluid
dynamics code to simulate real life experiments.
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2.2

Closed conduit simulations

The first simulations were carried out using a closed conduit. A cylindrical pipe was created with three ports surrounding the pipe at one location
along the pipe, much like the prototype from Figure ??. Initially, water flows
through the pipe. A small volume of the water is designated as the contaminant. Originally, the ports induced suction to remove the contaminant from
the flow. In this case, turbulence was not created, however, the contaminant
was also not able to be eliminated through the ports because the suction was
not strong enough. Thus, some of the ports were changed to induce a blowing
action.
Figure 3 shows the results of the contaminant with blowing and suction
from the ports. As can be seen by the rotation of the fluid, the contaminant
is subjected to increased turbulence action. As a consequence, not only do
the ports fail to remove all of the contaminant, but the water flow in the pipe
is highly disturbed making future removal much more difficult.

Fig. 3. Example of turbulent flow induced by pump and flow controllers within a
closed conduit.
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2.3

Open channel simulations

Open channel flow simulations were carried out using a 3 m long, 1 m wide
channel. The actuators consist of 10 centimeter diameter ports located along
the boundaries spaced 1 meter apart and 0.3 meters from the bottom of the
channel. The initial water depth in the channel is 0.6 meters. A plume of
benzene is released near the left side of the channel at a longitudinal distance
of 0.85 meters and a depth of 0.3 meters.
Figure 4 illustrates the disastrous results that occur when unconstrained
suction and blowing is implemented by the actuators. The model attempts
to remove a contaminant plume by inducing blowing from the ports opposite
the side of the initial location of the plume and suction from the two ports on
the side of the plume. The plume is removed but at the cost of reducing the
free surface level below the top of the actuators. In a real system this would
destroy the actuators. Figures 5 and 6 show the contaminant concentration
and turbulent kinetic energy respectively.

Fig. 4. Example of chaotic free surface flow induced by blowing and suction of the
actuators.
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Fig. 5. A benzene plume being removed by actuator suction.

Fig. 6. Turbulent kinetic energy induced by the actuators.

3

Conclusions

Using history matching, we are able to predict the necessary action that
needs to be taken by boundary controls so that a contaminant may be removed from a conduit. The control action is limited to blowing and suction
of ambient fluid, so eventually the solute is removed from the flow domain.
Since the control action often involves rapid fluid movement, unwanted turbulent eddies are generated in the flow. These eddies cause unpredictable
mixing of the solute that the actuators attempt to control, thus inducing
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even more intense turbulence. Eventually, a chaotic pattern of flow is created that causes greater spreading of the chemical than if no action at all
is taken. Typically, the control optimization is constrained by concentration
differences in the domain and the flowrate capacity of the actuators. The
present computational experiments show that these constrains are not sufficient. In fact, our preliminary results show that turbulent kinetic energy
must also me monitored and minimized in the conduit. It was found that if
the control is only focused on the chemical plume, the chaotic pattern of flow
that is created cannot be contained by further control action. Furthermore,
the scale of the actuator-induced turbulent action is different than that of the
plume, so the original wall valve system is not capable of minimizing it. Our
preliminary results further indicate that the only practical approach to this
complexity is to constrain the suction/blowing velocity, so no unpredicted
turbulent eddies occur at all.
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Abstract: In some cases, plasma turbulence exhibits the signature of vortex structures. In this paper, the very
important role of stereo-electrostatic waves in those nonlinear behaviors is attempted to be studied. Using the twofluid model, a set of nonlinear equations is obtained, which are capable of describing the dynamics of long
wavelength drift instabilities, as well as of giving a reason for the plasma turbulence rising. It is shown that
collision frequency seriously affects the plasma stability, and interferes with all wavy phenomena. The
presupposed conditions and the expressions for the growth rates are given as well. Furthermore, it is found that
possible stationary solutions of the nonlinear equations can represent the vortex structures.
Keywords: plasma stability, plasma instabilities, turbulence, chaotic state, vortex structure, feed-back state,
chaotic simulation.

1.

Introduction

Three were the greater scientific achievements during the last centuty: the relativity theory, the quantomechanics
and the chaos theory. The first one has solved the macroworld problems between space and time, the second the
causality principle on the microworld and the third one is studying the foresight meaning of how similar initial
conditions may give different results. The chaotic theory appears to find a great resonance into researchers and has
given an important push to the sciences, as well as other fields. On the sciences, the chaos is defined as the very
sensitive influence of the initial conditions on the dynamic system movement. The smallest change on the initial
conditions is the cause of the chaos, where a regular and steady physical process is lead to chaotic disorder.
The plasma is another important physical state, which occupies the scientific community at the last half of the
20th century. The plasma significance is centralized on obtaining the thermonuclear fusion, as the plasma includes
the required high temperatures. However, the plasma instabilities, which cause waves capable to reduce the plasma
temperature [1-3], soon appear. So, the plasma waves are considered as one serious obstacle to the thermonuclear
fusion process [4-6]. A big variety of these plasma instabilities are the drift waves [1-6], which are characterized
by low frequencies. The main cause of the drift waves‟ rising is the plasma parameters‟ gradients, such as the
electron density gradient [2,3], the rf electric field gradient [5] , the dc electric field gradient [7,8] e.t.c. The fluid
state of the ionized gas makes it unstable and many nonlinear phenomena may appear into the plasma [9,10]. So, a
high frequency instability may affect the drift waves dispersion relation and a decay of these waves occurs [11].
During the past few years, a lot of work has been done on the plasma nonlinear dynamics, which end in chaotic
behavior. Recently, in the Plasma Laboratory of N.C.S.R. „‟Demokritos‟‟, a sunchronization on the plasma wave
has been done and the plasma turbulence has been calmed [12]; earlier the nonlinear dynamics behavior had been
constantly studied [13,14].
In the present research, a combination between theory and experiment is carried out; the experimental results
appear to agree with the mathematical model, as well as with the theory to justify the experimental data. A
persistant effort has been done to show the chaos which is included into the plasma, combining the nonlinear
terms with plasma turbulences.A fractal behavior appears to exist in the particles velocities. Furthermore, the
collision frequency influence on the drift velocities is researched [5,6], experimentally and theoretically, as these
velocities constitute the initial conditions for the dynamic system; the initial conditions significance on the final
result is well known. Another study on the wave amplitude and the drift current takes place [7] and the trapped
electrons are measured.
The paper is written as following: the experiment description is presented in Sec.2. This contains the description
of the apparatus and the experimental data. A detailed mathematic theory on the two fluids‟ model is presented in
Sec.3. Finally, in Sec.4 explanations and conclusions are given.
2 . Experiment Description
2 . 1 Description of the Apparatus
A low temperature rf argon plasma is produced within a quasi Q- machine. A cylindrical cavity made of steady



steel is located along the machine axis, which coincides with the restraining magnetic field B . The cavity
dimensions are 6cm diameter and 70cm length, and it is closed by two metallic disk-like bases; on every base
center two metallic antennas with 3mm diameter and 25cm length are put along the magnetic field direction. On
antenna 1 the rf power is enforced, whereas on antenna 2 a driving signal is imposed. The arrangement has a
complete cylindrical symmetry, and the mathematical elaboration is carried out in the cylindrical system,
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consequently. Firure 1.a shows the outline of the device, as Figure 1.b represents the cylinder cut.

Figure 1.a. the cavity outline, Figure 1.b the cylinder cut drawing
A disk-probe , a probe array, as well as other probes, are placed properly so that to measure the plasma
parameters at any interesting point.
2 . 2 Experimental data
Plasma is produced easily into the above described cylindrical cavity and plasma waves appear when the
parameters satisfy the suitable dispersion relation. These electrical waves are rising into the plasma and are always
accompanied by their upper harmonics. Three are the frequency regions for these waves: the first one is the region
of
 18kHz; this has been classified as drift wave and is caused on rf electric field gradient [5]. The second
region is of

 70kHz ,

and it has been classified as electrical wave caused on dc electric field gradient [8].

Finally, the third one is the region of  200kHz but it has not been studied yet.
In the present experiment, a focus-concentration on the middle wave frequency has been given by researching the
plasma chaotic configuration, mainly. The basic plasma parameters are the gas pressure , the absorbed rf power
and the plasma restraining magnetic field value. Secondary parameters are the plasma density, the plasma
temperature, the electron- neutral collision frequency e.t.c. Typical- average values of these parameters are given
in Table 1.
Table 1. Typical-average values of plasma parameters.
Parameters
Average-typical values

0.35Pa
6.0 x1019 m 3

Argon pressure p
Argon number density

ng

Magnetic field intensity
Microwave power
Electron density

n0

Electron temperature
Ion temperature

80mT
80watt
5x1016 m 3

B

P
Te

2.2eV

Ti

0.07eV
0.1%

Ionization rate
Electron drift
velocity

1.3x10 4 m

ue

Electron-neutral collision frequency

s
2.2 x10 7 s 1

ve
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Firstly, an electrostatic wave is given in Figure 2.a (video) and in Figure 2.b its‟ spectrum of frequencies
is presented. The wave figure shows the plasma found in dynamic equilibrium and the parameters have the
following values: p  0.32Pa, B  75mT , P  75watt . The wave inclination from the sine form gives
the reason for the upper harmonics appearance.

Figure 2.a the wave form (video) and Figure 2.b the frequencies spectrum are shown
Afterwards, by increasing the gas pressure at the value

p  0.38Pa

and the rf power at the value

P  85watt , since the magnetic field intensity remains constant-unchanged, the plasma equilibrium
disappears and a wave turbulence appears clearly. Figure3.a and Figure 3.b show the wave turbulence (video) and
the frequencies spectrum, respectively.

Figure 3.a The wave turbulence (video) and Figure 3.b The frequencies spectrum are shown

It must be noted that, in the previous parameters‟ values, the turbulence frequencies are gathered around
a central frequency f 0 (Figure 3.b), since by a small change on the rf power the turbulence spectrum was
extended into a big frequency region. This can be seen in Figures 4.a, 4.b
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Figure 4.a The wave turbulence (video) and Figure 4.b The frequencies spectrum are shown
Notice: the turbulences in Figures 3.a, 4.a appear not to be different, since they have distinguishing
spectra. Another interesting question was how the electron-neutral collision frequency affects the drift velocities
which constitute the initial conditions of the plasma wavy state. Trustworthy measurements can be carried out on
the azimouthal drift velocity only when    c , as the radial drift is not measurable. So, the experiment is limited
on the measuring of the azimouthal drift and wave frequency, as the gas pressure increases the collision frequency,
as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Azimouthal drift and wave frequency vs collision frequency
However, a computer simulation gives a numerical-theoretical study on this issue, by using realistic
values on the physical quantities; involving the relations (see mathematical model) ,
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Figure 6. The drift velocities‟ computer simulation is presented
Finally, the wave affection on the azimouthal drift current has been examined, just as the trapped
electrons move along with the wave phase velocity. When there is no wave into the plasma, the radial electric field
is unimportant and the measured azimouthal drift current is neglectable as well. The plasma behavior is similar
when a turbulence appears in the place of the clear wave. So, the steady state is resulted from some-concrete initial
conditions by the existence of the wave, on which the measurements have been taken. The transition in the final
state is chaotic and very hard to be solved; so, measurements must be taken when the wave is clear and the
physical quantities are stable. An increase of the gas pressure gives a decrease of the wave amplitude and
frequency. The drift current can be measured by using the disk probe, while the trapped electrons can be calculated
from the relation,

I  qAn0 u0 , ( A

is the disk probe plain surface). Figure 7 the wave frequency, the drift

current and the trapped electrons density, versus the wave amplitude are shown.

Figure 7. Drift current, wave frequency, and trapped electrons density vs wave amplitude are given
3 . Mathematical model
3. 1 Stability-Instability-Turbulence-Chaos
Using the two fluids theory in a non-local slab, the momentum equation for both kinds of charged particles is
written as,
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And finally,
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(the 3rd order equation).
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from the equilibrium state (zero order equation), the drift velocity components are easily obtained,
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as the drift velocity components with the replacement of the dc electric field  with the perturbed one E .
_ the second order equation gives the dispersion relation eq.(5) of Ref. [8] under some conditions; one
of these conditions is the omission of the second order term


n0 .

as approaching zero.

_ the third order equation ( as the second order one) is responsible for the plasma chaotic behavior, which is

presented as a wavy turbulence. If these terms are approached by a very small quantity c(r , t ) , then the
differential equation,



n0 .  c(r , t ) is formed , and
 


n0   .d   c(r , t )dr  c1

the relation ,

is seeking its‟ solution.
3. 2 Collision frequency affects the drift velocities
As eq.(3) shows, the drift velocities include the collision frequency
gyrofrequency

 c . In the present

experiment, the

c



remains constant, and
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parameter. Then the study indicates that the azimouthal velocity

ur 

increased continuously, where the radial velocity
while a maximum appears when it is

  c ,

where

u 

q

.
m  c2  2


q
. 2 c 2 is decreaced as
m  c 

is increasced

firstly for



is

  c ,

u  u r .

3. 3
Waves affection on plasma conductivity
Without minutenes, as the transit examination is very hard to follow, we consider the steady state by the
existance of the stable wave, and then the trapped electrons constitute the drift current. If the drift electron current
is measured ( by using the disk probe), then the electron density, which composes the drift current, may be
calculated from the relation I

 qAn0 u 0 , ( A

is the disk probe plane surface). As the wave amplitude is

decreased, even less electrons are trapped and the measured current decreases.
4. Explanations-Conclusions
2. When no wave exists, the drift velocity is not measurable (as the radial dc electric field is unimportant)
and the plasma state is characterized as stability.
3. When plasma waves appear, the dispersion relation [8] is valid and the state is characterised as
equilibrium (dynamic equilibrium).
4.



When the 2nd order term ( n0 . ) is valid and not neglected/ omitted from Eq.(5) , the plasma state
leaves the dynamic equilibrium and a turbulence appears.

5.

When the 3rd order term ( n



 .

) is taken into consideration, the turbulence becomes chaotic, as this

can appear in the frequency face.
Due to low plasma temperature ( 

2,2eV ),

frequency becomes comparable to gyrofrequency
travels a distance
is

l1

n

the collision time

e

is small [6] and then the collision

 c . If the collision cross section is 

, an incoming particle



and the collision time

, the average free path. If the particle moves with velocity

 e , then the collision frequency is  e  n. . . As the cross section is a function of the velocity  , the

effective collision frequency is the average value of the product of cross section and velocity [4],

 e  n. ( ).  .
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
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Synergetic approach to flow control
Nina F. Yurchenko
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Abstract: The developed approach to energy-efficient flow control is based on the use of
a flow instability feature in a form of self-organized streamwise vortices. Relatively
weak thermal disturbances provoking the development of such vortices with a given
scale can result in the improvement of aerodynamic performance. An electrodynamic
engineering solution for fluid transport optimization near a wall is offered in synergy
with fluid dynamic principles.
Keywords: Self-organized vortices, boundary layer, thermal disturbances, flow control.

1. Introduction
Following one of the basic ideas of synergetics, weak disturbances are studied in
terms of their applicability to launch the flow self-organization process. The
boundary-layer flow, as an unsteady dissipative system, supposes the validity of
such an approach. An expected impact can be considered from the viewpoint of
optimal flow control when greater energy can be saved due to low energy
released at a point of the flow bifurcation.

2. Approach and Results
Both laminar and turbulent boundary layers are known to display a tendency to
natural formation of streamwise counter-rotating vortices of a certain scale λz
(Fig. 1, right). In its turn, this vortical structure defines specific mechanisms of
fluid transport near a surface. Based on these features, a flow-control concept
was developed which consists in the initiation and maintenance of intrinsic to
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Fig. 1. Streamwise vortices
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1- neutral, Λ1G and Λ2G –
1st and 2nd growing
Goertler modes [5]; blue &
red – experimentally found
scales of neutral and most
amplified vortices [2]
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flows streamwise vortices of a given scale aimed at improvement of
aerodynamic efficiency [4, 6, 7]. Guided by this physical principle, the
formulated flow-control strategy implies most energetically economic ways of
boundary-layer control because they do not require violent flow modification.
The boundary-layer flows affected by centrifugal forces and “unstable by
Goertler” offer one of the most obvious cases to demonstrate the validity of this
approach. For these flows, formation and behavior of streamwise vortices is
described mathematically correctly in the framework of the instability theory
[5]. The relevant Goertler diagram (Fig. 1, left) shows correlation between
nondimensional parameters characterizing basic flow conditions (Goertler
number, G) and scales of streamwise vortices (αz) which can be maintained in a
boundary layer. Energizing vortices with a chosen scale λz, one can manipulate
transport processes in a near-wall flow region either delaying laminar-turbulent
transition or enhancing mixing that depends on this scale correlation with basic

1

2

4

3

Strong shear layers

5

Energy replenishment

Fig. 2. Topology of successive stages of the vertical structure growth and
breakdown in a boundary layer and a way to delay the breakdown.
flow parameters. Here αz= 2π/λz is a non-dimensional spanwise (z) scale of
generated streamwise vortices, G = U0δ23/2ν-1R-1/2 is a Goertler number,
Λ=λz3/2U0ν-1R-1/2 is a non-dimensional spanwise scale of streamwise vortices.
Natural evolution of the vortical system in a boundary layer consists of several
successive stages of its formation, deformation and breakdown (Fig. 2, 1-4).
However the lifetime of this organized fluid motion can be extended due to the
localized energy release as it is shown schematically in Fig. 2,5. For that,
various kinds of spanwise-regular disturbers can be used. Distributed thermal
fields, i.e. selective heating of a boundary layer, has a number of advantages [4,
7].
•
The surface stays smooth when a control factor (temperature) is
applied at estimated moments, locations or modes of operation.
•
The control factor intensity and character can be varied within a broad
range according to an operation mode and depending on a location of the
controlled sections over a body.
•
Scales of initiated vortices can be adjusted to the body geometry as
well as to current flow conditions.
•
Flow control can be optimized due to independent manipulation with
individual heated sections.
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The obtained numerical results (Fig. 3) show
a possibility to maintain the imposed vortical
Reference, ΔT=0
structure over surfaces of various curvature
using the T(z) temperature boundary
condition. Periodic variation of temperature
transversely to the flow causes corresponding
variation of the boundary-layer flow field:
wavy form of a velocity distribution U(z)
indicates the development of streamwise
vortices. Intensity, scales and viability of the
vortices depend on the temperature gradient
T(z) and spanwise spacing of thermal sources
λz1=λ2G=84
according to the Goertler stability diagram of
Fig. 1. The results obtained for flat and
convex surfaces without heating (uniform
boundary condition) did not show presence
of streamwise vortices. But the imposed
wavy T(z) boundary condition resulted in the
formation of pairs of counter-rotating
vortices. Thus the numerical simulation
proved feasibility of the developed concept
of active flow control based on imposed
distributed thermal fields of a given spanwise
λz2= λ1G=236
scale [8].
Experimentally, the necessary temperature
boundary condition was realized either using
selective heating of the surface with flushmounted heated strips located at a given λz
distance from each other or using generation
of spanwise-regular plasma sources (plasma
arrays). The latter is proven to be more
effective
since
the
control
factor
(temperature)
is
applied
directly
to
fluid.
Thermal sources
Plasma discharges were initiated with
microwave radiation in a gap of ring-type
Fig. 3. Streamwise vortices
of different scales generated
actuators shown in Fig. 4 [5].
Such systems were mounted on test models
with arrays of thermal
to measure aerodynamic forces in a wind
sources in a transitional
boundary layer: G=8;
tunnel. As a result, aerodynamic coefficients
were obtained depending on the flow
ΔТz=30° [3]
parameters (free-stream velocity, angle of
attack) for various temperature boundary
conditions in conjunction with the matching flow structure determined
numerically.
It was shown that the organized vortical structure could be generated and
supported both in laminar/transitional and in turbulent boundary layers. Such
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Microwave radiation
z-regular plasma array

U(y)

U0

Generated streamwise vortices
Y
Z
X

Fig. 4. Streamwise vortices generated
in a boundary layer with spanwiseregular localized plasma discharges

organized fluid motion
changed lift, drag and pitch
moment
coefficients
especially in the vicinity of
the
boundary-layer
separation. In addition, the
flow separation over a test
model took place at greater
angles
of
attack.
Accordingly, the model
performance, or the lift-todrag ratio, could be
increased at least by 8%
that required a very limited
energy outlay.

3. Conclusions

The insight into physical
mechanisms of the flow
response
to
weak
disturbances resulted in the development of effective flow-control techniques.
Their successful engineering realization was found on basis of multidisciplinary
electro- air-dynamic approach.
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Abstract: The dynamics of oscillations in chemical reactions has stimulated a wide
research interest and produced thousands of studies on about 70 known chemical
oscillators, notably over the past 50 years. Oscillating chemical reactions find many
applications in Physics, Biology, Geology, Physiology and Medicine.
The dynamics of the bromate-sulfite-perchloric acid (BSH) reaction is investigated in a
continuous-flow stirred tank reactor (CSTR), with Mn2+ as a proton-consuming (or
negative feedback) species. This reaction is known to exhibit periodic oscillations in
[H+], and it thus belongs to a sub-category of chemical oscillators, called pH oscillators.
The reaction is carried out at 45°C, and a flow rate of 1.59 mL/min. The oscillations are
monitored in the [Mn2+]-[BrO3−] phase space, wherein a bifurcation diagram is
constructed to delineate the regions of the various behavior regimes. Under our
prevailing conditions, a shorter period and higher amplitude of oscillation than those
reported in the Literature were obtained. A decrease in the period of oscillations from 40
minutes to 10 minutes in our system under newly imposed [BrO3−]0 conditions renders
the system more feasible and practical for study. A variation in the flow rate and
residence time was also conducted. Decreasing the flow rate from 1.59 mL/min to 1.35
mL/min caused a doubling of the period of oscillations. But over the entire spanned
range, no chaotic behavior was observed.
Keywords: Chaotic modeling, The stock-market problem, Stock-Market, Innovation
diffusion modeling, Lotka-Volterra, Simulation, Chaotic simulation.

1. Introduction
Oscillating reactions [1] have garnished the chemical literature with rich
dynamical behavior encompassing temporal concentration oscillations, and
notably fascinating visual spatio-temporal structures. A large number of
oscillating reactions is known nowadays, such as the Bray-Liebhafsky (H2O2IO3− system) [2], Briggs-Rauscher [3], CIMA (chlorite-iodide-malonic acid) [4]
and the Belousov-Zhabotinskii (BZ) [5-7] reactions. Of particular interest to us
here, is a subclass of oscillating reactions where the oscillating species is the
hydrogen ion (H+), thus known as pH oscillators [8-10]. The first pH-regulated
oscillator was reported by M. Orban, and I. Epstein [11], in the reaction of
sulfide ion with hydrogen peroxide. The latter was shown to yield both periodic
oscillations and bi-stability in the H+ potential/pH, in addition to the bi-stability
and periodic oscillations in the potentials of Pt redox and sulfide ion-selective
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electrodes. Afterwards, the field of pH oscillations started growing rapidly
spanning reactions with sulfur- or nitrogen- containing species or the
ferrocyanide ion as reductants, and basically IO3−, IO4−, BrO3−, and H2O2 as
oxidants. In constructing a pH-oscillator, the reductant is normally a species that
is able to be oxidized to another species that produces H+, often
autocatalytically, or to another species that consumes H+ by some oxidant.
Furthermore, the proper combination of two reductants in a pH-oscillator is
often a necessity to control high− or low− pH states. Several pH-oscillators have
been characterized mechanistically [12-14]. The most systematically studied
pH-oscillators include the reaction of iodate with sulfite and ferrocyanide
[10,12], and its bromate [14] analogue. Basically, designing a pH oscillator is
based on having two main composite pathways, the positive feedback pathway
that produces H+, and a negative feedback pathway that removes H+ from the
system.
In this paper we study the bromate-sulfite-perchloric acid (BSH) reaction in a
CSTR, and monitor oscillations while varying two main concentration
parameters: [BrO3−]0 and [Mn2+]0 (one at a time), maintaining all other
parameters constant, and then construct the corresponding bifurcation diagrams.
The overall reaction in acidic medium is as follows:
BrO3− + 3 HSO3− → 3 SO42− + Br− + 3 H+ (1)
The waveform of the temporal pH oscillations for various values of [BrO3−]0 at
fixed [Mn2+]0, [SO32−]0 and [H+]0 shows large-amplitude pH oscillations of
typically 4.5 pH units (range 2.8-7.3), as obtained in earlier studies [8]. Whereas
the period of oscillations remains constant (39 min) while [BrO3−]0 is being
varied, it was found to decrease with gradual increase in the concentration of
negative feedback species [Mn2+]0. The reaction was also studied at different
flow rates, and the possibility of detecting a chaotic behavior was explored.

2. Experimental Procedure
Reagent-grade chemicals Na2SO3, HClO4, MnSO4.H2O and NaBrO3 were used
for the daily preparation of the needed solutions. A CSTR configuration was set
as described by Okazaki and Hanazaki [15]. A water-jacketed quartz-glass
beaker (double-walled) was employed as the reactor. Four stock solutions
placed in three different beakers (one containing both SO32− and H+, another
Mn2+ and the third one BrO3−) were brought into the reactor through glass
capillary tubes connected by bendable Teflon tubes using regulated peristaltic
pumps. SO32−and H+ were placed in one reservoir because their concentrations
were held constant throughout the different runs, while Mn2+ and BrO3− were
being varied. The flow rate of all the pumps is controlled by the voltage
generated using an NI interface and Labview. The pumps are connected to
separate channels. The flow rate of each pump is then calibrated separately, as a
function of the voltage. A schematic representation of the setup is shown in Fig.
2.1.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup showing the CSTR, the reagent sources (flasks) and the
corresponding pumps. Flask A: Mn2+; Flask B: BrO3−; Flask C; H+ and SO32−.

The reaction mixture was vigorously stirred by a Teflon coated magnetic stirrer
bar. As soon as the volume of the mixture reaches 9.0 mL, aspiration from the
top of the reactor is operated in a way to maintain this volume constant
throughout the remainder of the experiment. A thermostat bath providing water
circulation to the reactor was used to maintain the reaction temperature at 45.0 ±
0.1 ºC. The pH of the mixture was monitored by continuous measurement using
a calibrated glass/combination electrode, vertically inserted in the reaction
mixture and connected to the NI interface. A thermocouple was also connected
to monitor the temperature of the reactor. The sampling rate was 2 Hz, which
yields a rate of 2 pH values/sec.

3. Results and Discussion
Within the settings and configuration of our CSTR, we use a range of bromate
concentrations notably higher than the one used by Okazaki et al. [8], but we
keep the concentrations of the other species essentially similar, i.e. [Mn2+]0 = 9.0
mM, [SO32−]0 = 118 mM and [H+]0 = 16.5 mM. The inlet flow rate is regulated
at kin = 1.59 mL/ min. This corresponds to a residence time of 5.66 min for a
fixed CSTR volume of 9.00 mL ( tres . = VCSTR / kin ). Note that in our
experiments, the outlet flow rate kout is threefold larger, that is, kout = 4.77
mL/min, since the solutions in the three reservoirs are pumped in separately,
while they are drained out of the reactor at once.
We explored the range [BrO3−]0 = 250 to 1500 mM, with [Mn2+]0, [SO32−]0,
[H+]0 held constant as specified above, and according to Ref. [8]. Some of these
concentrations exhibited oscillations and others did not. Over the [BrO3−]0 range
90 – 300 mM, no oscillations were observed within the frame of our
experimental CSTR settings. We jumped to higher [BrO3−]0, starting particularly
with [BrO3−]0 = 590 mM. The first important result is the large-amplitude
oscillations ranging from pHlo = 2.00 to pHhi = 7.46, with a pH amplitude 5.46.
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This value exceeds the amplitude reported by Okazaki et al. [8] (4.5 pH units)
by about 1 pH unit (0.96). In addition, the period is 10.9 min, compared to 39.1

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

Figure 2: Oscillations obtained in the BSH reaction with [Mn2+]0 = 9.0 mM used a
negative feedback; [H+]0 = 16.5 mM, [SO32−]0 = 118 mM, with [BrO3−]0 = (a) 350, (b)
385, (c) 450, (d) 560, (e) 590, (f) 620, (g) 730, (h) 800, (i) 1000, and (j)1500 mM.

min. reported by Okazaki et al. [8]. So we continue to vary [BrO3−]0 throughout
the rest of the study, i.e. explore the region 300-590 mM and then above 590
mM (the first [BrO3−]0 with satisfactory oscillations). The obtained behavior for
some relevant chosen BrO3− concentrations is displayed in Fig. 2. This wide
range of BrO3− concentrations enables us to construct a bifurcation diagram in
the pH − [BrO3−]0 space, delineating the various regions with different
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characteristic behaviors. Such a bifurcation diagram is depicted in Fig. 3. It
highlights the high steady state region (SSH), low steady state region (SSL) and
the oscillatory regime (OR). At low [BrO3−]0 values, only SSH is stable.

Figure 3: Bifurcation diagram in the Mn2+- BrO3−- SO32−-H+ system with [Mn2+]0 = 9.0
mM. One (steady-state) or two (oscillatory region) pH values are plotted for each
[BrO3−]0 run. The framed labels read as follows: SSH (Steady-State High); OR
(Oscillatory Region); SSL (Steady-State Low)

Upon increasing [BrO3−]0 through the concentration 385 mM (among our tested
values), the system experiences a transition (bifurcation) to an onset of
oscillations (OR region). At [BrO3−]0 ≥ 1000 mM, as shown in Fig. 2 (frames i
and j), the system is stable in the low pH regime. This is illustrated in the
bifurcation diagram, and appears in the region labeled SSL (low pH steady
state).
The variation of the amplitude and period of oscillation with the initial bromate
concentration [BrO3−]0 is shown in Fig. 4. We can see that the amplitude, and
period of oscillations (beyond 450 mM) remain essentially constant (the range
in Figure 4.a spans only about 0.5 pH unit).

a

b

Figure 4: a. Variation of the amplitude of pH oscillations with bromate concentration
[BrO3−]0. b. Variation of the period of oscillations with bromate concentration [BrO3−]0.

Among all the experiments done, [BrO3−]0 = 590 mM is selected for the
variation of flow rate, achieved by changing the voltages on the pumps.
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Upon decreasing the flow rate to 1.35 mL/min, the period increased to 26.4 min,
almost twice the value measured for kin = 1.59 mL/min, as clearly shown in Fig.
5.

Figure 5: Effect of decreasing the flow rate from 1.59 to 1.35 mL/min for constant
[BrO3−]0 = 590 mM. The figure shows the pH oscillation at flow rate 1.35 mL/min. a.
[BrO3−]0 = 590 mM, with k = 1.59 mL/min. b. [BrO3−]0 = 590 mM, with k = 1.35
mL/min.

This can be considered as a period-doubling effect. Since the route to chaos
starts with period-doubling and then followed by further increase (periodquadrupling etc.), we tried decreasing the flow rate further. We carried out runs
at flow rates 1.260, 0.686 and 0.502 mL/min. No further ascent in the period of
oscillation was obtained. As a second alternative, instead of decreasing the flow
rate, we increased kin to 1.89, 2.64 and 3.26 mL/min respectively. However none
of the runs exhibited any noticeable change of interest, in particular the
anticipated chaos.
We now vary [Mn2+]0, keeping the other concentrations constant. The results are
displayed in Fig. 6.

a

b

Figure 6: BSH runs at fixed [BrO3−]0 = 590 mM, [H+] = 16.5 mM, [SO32-] = 118 mM, but
with [Mn2+] = 9.0 (a), and 13.0 mM (b). The period of oscillations decreases here from
to 10.9 to 8.7 min.

Upon increasing [Mn2+]0 from 7.2 to 9.0 to 13.0 mM, the period decreased from
11.76 min to 10.86 min to 8.66 minutes respectively. In the absence of [Mn2+]0,
no oscillations were found indicating that Mn2+ plays an important role in the
reaction mechanism, under the prevailing experimental conditions. It is worth
noting that here again, the variation of [Mn2+]0 did not show any transition to
chaotic behavior. Another interesting observation is that the duration of the lowpH stage decreases from 5.2 to 2.7 min. as [Mn2+]0 increases from 9.0 mM to
13.0 mM respectively, while that of the high pH stage remains constant (5.7
min.) as seen in Fig. 6. The latter trend agrees with the results of Okazaki et al.
[8]. At very low [Mn2+]0, Mn2+ becomes insufficient for consuming protons, and
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thus the low pH regime lasts gradually longer, until the transition to high pH is
suppressed (oscillations cease). According to Okazaki et al. [8], among the
stable Mn2+ species stable in the pH range 3-4 (Mn(OH)2+, Mn(OH)22+, and
MnO(OH)+), MnO(OH)+ plays the most important role, and undergoes the
reaction:
MnO(OH)+ + 2 HSO3− + 2 H+ → Mn2+ + HS2O6− + 2 H2O (2)
MnO(OH)+ is readily produced from Mn2+ according to:
3 Mn2+ + BrO3− + 3 H2O

→ 3 MnO(OH)+ + Br− + 3 H+

(3)

The predominance of MnO(OH)+, coupled to the dependence on [BrO3−]0 ,
suggest that reaction (2) is the relevant process for the negative feedback
scheme, contributed by the presence of Mn2+. Finally, it is quite interesting to
realize that the [BrO3−]0 = 590 mM/[Mn2+]0 = 9.0 mM conditions produce
oscillations with essentially equal durations of low and high pH stages (5.2 and
5.7 min. respectively).
It was further suggested [8] that the employment of two negative feedback
species could produce chaotic pH-oscillations. To test this possibility, Mn2+ was
combined with MnO4−, another known negative feedback species.

Figure 7: BSH run with two negative feedback species. [Mn2+] = 9.0 mM and [MnO4−] =
1.5 mM, with [BrO3−] = 590 mM.

The result is shown in Fig. 7, without any noticeable sign of chaos. So with all
those explored possibilities (variation in flow rate, [Mn2+]0 or use of two
negative feedback species), no chaotic oscillations were observed.

4. Conclusions
The [BrO3−]0 regime used here resulted in a larger amplitude and a shorter
period than the values obtained in Ref. [8]. Furthermore, the system exhibited a
period-doubling upon only one variation of flow rate. However, as discussed
earlier, this system failed to display any chaotic behavior in the whole range of
BrO3− and Mn2+ concentrations explored, flow rate domains, or through the use
of two negative feedback species. A bifurcation diagram was constructed,
delineating the steady-state and oscillatory regimes.
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Other suggested attempts to reach chaos in future studies on this system are, to
name but a few, changing parameters such as the stirring rate and the
temperature of the CSTR, in addition to variations in [SO32−] and [H+].
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by a University Research Board (URB)
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